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Abstract
Most ultrasonic sensorial systems are based on transducers that work as emitters and receivers in the same scanning process. This fact implies
that, during the emission process, the reception stage stays disabled, in order to avoid the emission coupled. This disabling interval provides that
the nearest area to the transducers, the blind zone, cannot be scanned, since echoes coming from reflectors placed inside it are overlapped with
the coupled emission. On the other hand, the encoding of the ultrasonic emission by binary sequences allows the process gain to be increased, so
better precision is achieved and higher levels of noise are supported by the system. The length of the used binary sequence determines not only the
process gain, but also the duration of the emission interval. The usage of long sequences to improve the performance also implies the existence of
a larger blind zone, where reflectors are not detected. This work presents a novel encoding technique, based on Golay complementary pairs, where
the dimension of the blind zone is reduced to negligible distances thanks to some features from the binary sequences.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Ultrasonic sensorial systems have been installed on mobile
robots for a long time [1,2]. Trying to take advantage of their
simplicity, these systems are usually based on transducers with
the capability of emission and reception [3–7]. The time-offlight (TOF) is the time interval between the emission of an
ultrasonic pulse and the arrival of the corresponding echo. Even,
when the transducers are associated in more complex sensorial
structures to collect more details from the environment, they
are often able to emit and receive: in most cases, emission and
reception are simultaneous in all the transducers of the array
[8–11].
The use of the same transducer as a transmitter and as a
receiver implies that the emission is coupled to the reception circuit, saturating it. This is the reason why the reception modules are usually disabled during the emission interval.
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Nevertheless, this disabling period does not allow the reception of echoes coming from the area close to the transducer,
since their arrival is overlapped with the coupled emission, and
indeed, disabled. This near area is often called the blind zone
[12].
This problem is even more important if encoding techniques
are used in the ultrasonic emission [13]. These techniques consist of the usage of a binary code with good auto-correlation
properties. The ultrasonic emission is coded by this sequence,
so a correlation process should be computed in the reception for
the determination of the TOF. This provides more accurate measurements, with a higher immunity to noise. But, on the other
hand, the length of the binary code determines the duration of
the emission process and, therefore, the dimension of the blind
zone.
Previous works have used different types of binary sequences:
Barker codes [6,14], pseudo-random sequences [8,10] or Golay
complementary pairs [11,15]. In all cases, the dimension of the
blind zone depends, not only on the sequence length, but also on
the kind of modulation used to adapt the sequence to the transducer’s features. Different proposals usually find a commitment
between accuracy and immunity (by increasing the sequence
length) and the dimension of the blind zone.
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In previous works using encoding techniques, the blind zone
dimension (db ) increases according to the sequence length, and
the modulation features. As an example, in Refs. [6,14] this size
was around 17 cm for a 13-bit Barker code with a Binary Phase
Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation. On the other hand, in those
applications where no encoding is used, the ultrasonic emission consists of a train of pulses, whose energy bounced back is
detected at the reception. The ranged distances and the precision
are higher as much energy is emitted, so the number of pulses
should be as high as possible. Nevertheless, more pulses imply a
longer blind zone where reflectors will be not detected. In these
cases, the dimension of the blind zone (db ) reaches distances up
to 5 cm [17] for trains of 16 pulses on a 50 kHz emitting signal.
Summing it up, encoding techniques considerably improve the
precision achieved in the TOF determination and the robustness
to noise influence, but it also increases the blind zone dimension
(db ), not allowing the detection of near reflectors.
This work explains how a novel encoding technique, based
on Golay complementary pairs, can be used to reduce the blind
zone to negligible distances, by taking advantage of the particular auto-correlation features of Golay pairs. Section 2 deals
with the different binary sequences used in ultrasonic encoding
and describes the processing algorithm here proposed. Section
3 shows some real results of detection in the blind zone with
the developed system. Finally, some conclusions are discussed
in Section 4.
2. Ultrasonic emission encoding
There are numerous binary sequences that can be used for
encoding of the ultrasonic emission: 13-bit Barker code [5,6,4],
pseudo-random PN sequences [8,10], Gold codes [18,19] or
Golay complementary pairs [20,21].
The blind zone is caused by the coupling of the emitted signal in the reception stages, so, during the emission interval, the
received echoes are overlapped with the coupled emission. This
implies that it is not possible to receive these echoes completely,
since the reception circuits are usually either saturated or disabled.
In these cases, it is remarkable to analyse how the autocorrelation functions for different sequences change according
to the loss of bits at their beginning. Typically, the loss of bits
implies the increase in the sidelobes of the auto-correlation
function and a decrease in the mainlobe: the higher the loss
is, the higher the sidelobes are compared to the mainlobe. The
sidelobe-to-mainlobe ratio (SMR) is here used to depict suitably
this behaviour. In ideal conditions, sidelobes should be null or
negligible; nevertheless, a high SMR implies remarkable sidelobes, with amplitudes similar to the mainlobe, so the detection
of echoes and the accuracy can be constrained, even not being
possible to determine TOFs.
As a comparative analysis, Fig. 1 shows the behaviour of PN
sequences under these conditions for different lengths, whereas
Fig. 2 does the same for Gold codes. It is interesting to observe
that SMR ratio improves for longer sequences in both cases.
These results are compared to those for Golay complementary
pairs in next section.
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Fig. 1. Behaviour of PN sequences when loosing a percentage of the sequence.

2.1. Golay complementary pairs
This work has been focused on a pair of Golay complementary sequences [20,22] whose feasibility in ultrasonic systems
to determine TOFs has been shown in previous works [21,23].
This pair is composed of two sequences, A[n] and B[n], where
the addition of both independent auto-correlation functions provides an ideal signal according to Eq. (1).

2N n = 0
CAA [n] + CBB [n]
(1)
0
n = 0
where A[n] and B[n] are the sequences with values in {−1, +1},
N the number of bits, or the length of sequences and CAA [n] CBB
[n] are the auto-correlation functions of both sequences, A[n]
and B[n], respectively. Fig. 3 shows the result of this process for
a 32-bit Golay complementary pair. Two cases are considered.

Fig. 2. Behaviour of Gold codes when loosing a percentage of the sequence.
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Table 1
Comparison of the SMR obtained for the PN, Gold and Golay sequences when
loosing a percentage of the sequence

Fig. 3. Example of an auto-correlation function for a 32-bit Golay complementary pair. Two cases are described: (a) the whole sequences are received; (b) the
beginning of the sequences is lost (only 37.5% is considered).

The case (a) describes the arrival of the whole sequences, so only
the mainlobe is obtained and no sidelobes appear. On the other
hand, in the case (b), the beginning is lost and only 37.5% of the
sequences are processed; now the mainlobe amplitude decreases
and sidelobes are not null. The SMR is zero in the first case,
whereas it increases for the second one. The increase of the
SMR implies more difficulties to identify the mainlobe, since
its amplitude is more reduced and sidelobes can have similar
values.
Fig. 4 shows the behaviour of Golay complementary pairs
when loosing the beginning of sequences (caused by a reflector
inside the blind zone). Compared to the other codes mentioned
before, it is important to remark that the SMR ratio approximately shows the same behaviour, independently of the length
of the Golay pair.

Lost percentage (%)

PN sequence

Gold code

Golay pairs

0
25
30
50
60
75
90

0.079
0.148
0.181
0.226
0.359
0.5
0.666

0.206
0.255
0.272
0.419
0.440
0.5
1.0

0
0
0.090
0
0.230
0
1.0

Table 1 summarizes SMR values for the PN, Gold and Golay
codes, assuming equivalent lengths of 64 bits in all of them. As
can be observed, the mainlobe can be identified more clearly in
Golay complementary pairs. Table 2 shows how it is possible
even to loose a 84% of the echo for a SMR of 0.5; whereas, in
PN and Gold codes, percentages of 75% are only allowed for a
SMR = 0.5. This implies a bigger reduction of the blind zone by
using Golay complementary pairs.
2.2. The ultrasonic emission
The used ultrasonic transducer has the maximum frequency
response at 50 kHz [12], therefore a modulation of the Golay
sequence pair with a corresponding carrier has been carried out.
A digital variant of a Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK)
modulation has been used, where sequences A and B, both from
the same pair of complementary sequences, have been associated
to components I and Q in the modulation, respectively [11,21].
The N-bit Golay pair is obtained according to the Efficient Golay
Generator (EGG) scheme proposed by Refs. [24,25] using a
seed W with s bits, where 2s = N. The Golay pairs generated by
means of the EGG structure have some particular features, which
can be used to simplify the correlation process afterwards. Eq.
(2) describes this modulation process, to obtain the signal ei [n]
emitted by a generic transducer i.
ei [n] = Ai [n] × SI [n] + Bi [n] × SQ [n]


N·M·m−1

k
=
Ai
S[n − k]
M·m
k=0

+

N·M·m−1


Bi

k=0



 


k
M
S N−
−k
M·m
4

(2)

where M is the number of samples per period of the symbol
S[n] (related to the sampling frequency fs of the received signal), m the number of periods per symbol and N is the number
of bits or the sequence length. The signals Ai [n] and Bi [n] constitute the Golay pair assigned to the emitter i. On the other
Table 2
Loss detected for the PN, Gold and Golay sequences, when assuming SMR = 0.5.

Fig. 4. Behaviour ol Golay complementary pairs when loosing a percentage of
the sequence.

PN sequence (%)

Gold code (%)

Golay pairs (%)

75

75

84
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Fig. 5. Symbol S[n] used in the QPSK modulation.

hand, the signals SI [n] and SQ [n] are the carriers of components
I and Q, obtained from the symbol S[n] with the corresponding
delay. As described previously, the symbol allows to focus the
emission at a frequency fe of 50 kHz; a sampling frequency fs
of 400 kHz has been fixed, with enough oversampling to have
suitable results. Because of that, M = 8 and m = 2 have been configured. The selected value for M allows to recover correctly the
emitted signal. Whereas, the parameter m is related to the energy
used for every emission and the bandwidth. The symbol S[n] can
be represented as a sequence, according to Eq. (3). Fig. 5 depicts
a period of this carrier, once sampled at fs = 400 kHz.
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SQ [n] = SI [n − 2]
2.3. Correlating Golay complementary pairs
Once emitted the signal ei [n] by the corresponding transducer
i, it travels through the environment, bouncing back to transducers from possible obstacles. In order to accurately determine the
ultrasonic TOFs, it is necessary to carry out a continuous searching of possible echoes in the signal captured by a transducer.
For that reason, the first step in the reception process consists
of the demodulation of the received signal in order to extract
the components Ii [n] and Qi [n] from the signal ri [n] received
by transducer i, according to Eq. (4). The signal S[n] is still the
modulation symbol.
Ii [n] = CrSI [n] = ri [n] × SI [n]
=

N·M·m−1


ri [k + n]S[k]

Qi [n] = CrSQ [n]

k=0

= ri [n] × SQ [n] =

N·M·m−1

k=0



M
ri [k + n]S k −
4

(4)

Analysing the symbols for every component, Si [n] and SQ [n],
shown in Eq. (3), it can be observed that the two necessary correlations to obtain components Ii [n] and Qi [n] are redundant, as
both symbols are equal, apart from a displacement of two samples (actually M/4 samples). For that reason, the demodulation
process can be reduced to a single correlation, that allows to
obtain the component Qi [n], keeping in mind that Ii [n] can be
obtained from the previous one by means of a M/4-sample delay.
It is important to remark that this simplification is only possible
thanks to the features of the used symbol S[n]: it has M/4 null
samples at the end of every half-period see Eq. (3).
−1

0

−1
0

0

0]

0

0]

1

1]

(3)

Once obtained the signals Ii [n] and Qi [n] the following step
is to carry out the searching of Golay sequences, each one of
them in its corresponding component. This operation could be
carried out by means of a classical correlation, what would
allow to detect the emitted pair. Nevertheless, an optimized
method, called Efficient Golay Correlator (EGC) [24,25], has
been used to improve performances and resource requirements.
This model allows to simplify the detection process, whenever
Golay sequences with a length N power of 2 are used (N = 2s ,
where s is the number of bits of the sequence seed W, such that
W = [w0 , w1 , . . . , ws−1 ]). The block diagram in Fig. 6 shows
this algorithm.
Where Ds means a delay module Ds = 2Ps is any permutation
of the numbers 0, 1,. . ., s − 1; CrA [n] and CrA B[n] are the results
of the correlation between the input signal r[n] and the pair
of Golay sequences A and B, generated using the seed W =
[w0 , w1 , . . . , ws−1 ]. These results are added and analysed to
detect the received echoes.
The scheme can be adapted easily to the proposed algorithms;
if a demodulation component, Ii [n] or Qi [n]) is applied to the
EGC input, the correlation results between this component and
the sequences Ai [n] and Bi [n] are obtained at the output. Only
the in-quadrature component Qi [n] is computed. This compo-

Fig. 6. Block diagram of the Efficient Golay Correlator (EGC).
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Fig. 7. Modified block diagram of the Efficient Golay Correlator (EGC).

nent becomes the input of the EGC correlator, in such a way
that, at the output, the result of the correlation of the component Qi [n] by the sequence Ai [n] is obtained at the top branch,
SQi Ai [n], and by the sequence Bi[n] at the bottom one, SQi Bi [n].
The sequence Ai [n] should be actually correlated by the component Ii [n]. The best solution consists of introducing a delay
at the output of the top branch of the EGC. The result of the
top branch is stored for M/4 cycles in order not to be used
until its homologous from the bottom branch is available. In
this way, the signal SIi Ai [n] is obtained, and added to SQi Bi [n],
providing the final signal of the process si [n]. Fig. 7 shows
this adaptation using the general EGC scheme, where it can
be also observed that delays D appear multiplied by a factor
M · m (M = 8, m = 2). This factor is fixed by the decimation and
by the number of periods per symbol S[n] (m = 2). The decimation is necessary in the signal after the acquisition process at a
frequency fs = 400 kHz, higher than the emitting one fe = 50 kHz
(M = 8).
2.4. Detecting the received echoes
The purpose of this stage is the determination of the local
maximum values in the processed signal Si [n], so they can be validated as echoes. There exist several algorithms for this purpose;
among them, the simplest one is based on the definition of a static
threshold Ue , so all the samples overcoming this level become
possible candidates. These candidates will be definitively validated as echoes in those cases where there is not another higher
candidate around it inside an analysis window formed by Fo
samples. In this way, the possibility of validating the sidelobes
in signals as echoes are avoided, since they will be discarded
compared to the mainlobe. Parameters Ue and Fo are configured
experimentally in order to achieve a better performance in the
detection of echoes.

2.5. General processing scheme
A general block diagram of the processing for a generic transducer i can be developed. This diagram, shown in Fig. 8, depicts
the different processing stages mentioned before, necessary in
an emitter/receiver transducer.
The used ultrasonic transducer is a Polaroid electrostatic
device, together with a 6500 series module [12]. This module
has been modified to allow the input of any external signal ei [n]
to be emitted.
3. Results
First of all, it should be remark that all the developments and
experiments have been carried out assuming that all the reflectors
are in the far field. According to Ref. [26], the boundary dNF
between the near and the far field is at 5.2 cm, see Eq. (5), for
the Polaroid transducer [16], considering it as a plane circular
piston. This implies that all the cases analysed later are included
in the far field, avoiding the minimum values existing in the near
field.
dNF =

a2 λ
 52 mm
λ 4

(5)

where a is the radius of the transducer (19.21 mm according to
Ref. [16]) and λ the wavelength, assuming a propagation speed
of ultrasound of 343.5 m/s for 20 ◦ C and with a emission frequency fe = 50 kHz.
Some experimental tests have been carried out to define a
model for the whole system, including the behaviour of the
Polaroid transducer [12,16], not only as emitter but also as
receiver and the wave propagation effect. This model allows to
estimate how the encoded emission is detected by the transducer,
even for reflectors inside the blind zone. Fig. 9 shows a simple

Fig. 8. Block diagram of the processing associated to a transducer i.
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Fig. 9. Example of a 32-bit encoded emission for a whole reception.

example, based on 32-bit Golay complementary pair encoding,
where the whole echo is received and processed, assuming the
models for the transducer and the wave propagation.
Similar tests can be done assuming that a part of the sequence
is lost. In that way, Fig. 10 shows the resulting signal when the
initial 54.04% of the emitted signal is lost; this case corresponds
with a reflector placed at 20 cm on the axial axis of the transducer.
In Fig. 11, it is also possible to observe the result when the
reflector is placed at 10 cm (8.09% of the emitted signal is lost).
This feature has been also verified in a ranging ultrasonic prototype [11]. The global system has been implemented
in a FPGA-based computing platform [11], with a Xilinx
XCV1000E FPGA [27] and the NuDAQ-2010 acquisition card
by ADLINK Technology. It allows to achieve the real-time
implementation of the proposed algorithms, by processing every
ultrasonic emission before carrying out the following. It is based
on the processing scheme mentioned before, assuming the fol-

Fig. 10. Example of a 32-bit encoded emission losing the 54.04% initial echo;
equivalent to a reflector placed at 20 cm.
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Fig. 11. Example of a 32-bit encoded emission losing the 8.09% initial echo;
equivalent to a reflector placed at 10 cm.

lowing parameters: N = 32, m = 2 and M = 8, for a sampling
frequency of fs = 400 kHz. With these values, the dimension db
reached by the blind zone is Eq. (6):
db =

N ·m·M·c
= 21.76 cm
2 · fs

(6)

where c is the ultrasonic propagation speed. The distance db
depends on the ultrasonic emission time te , which is Eq. (7):
te =

N ·m·M
= 1.28 ms
fs

(7)

This emission time te corresponds to 512 samples, assuming
a sampling frequency fs of 400 kHz.
Some tests have been carried out with an isolated emitter/receiver transducer. Some reflectors have been placed inside
the blind zone, checking that it is possible to detect them by
encoding the emission with Golay complementary pairs. As a
first case, a pole reflector with a diameter of 9 cm was placed at
a distance of 20 cm on the axial axis of the transducer. Fig. 12
shows the real signals obtained from the system. In the received
signal, the presence of the coupled emission can be observed,
providing the corresponding echo; but also, after finishing the
emission, the reception of the first echo continues, overlapped
with the coupled emission. This overlapping implies the loss
of an initial part in the received echo, similar to the previous
simulation in Fig. 10. It can be checked how the echo is still
detected, allowing the detection of reflectors in the blind zone.
Furthermore, as the reflector is so near the transducer, successive reflections happen between them providing more far echoes,
always with the same distance.
A more complex case is shown in Fig. 13, where the pole
obstacle has been placed at a distance of 10 cm. In this case, a
higher percentage of the echo is lost overlapped with the coupled
emission (equal to a loss of 54.04%, as the simulation shown in
Fig. 11). Even in this case, the echo can be detected, verifying
the detection inside the blind zone.
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and the range, it is possible to reduce the blind zone to negligible
distances, since the detection of these codes is still feasible, even
when large percentages have been lost by overlapping with the
coupled emission. In this work, this feature has been validated
by using Golay complementary pairs and the blind zone has been
reduced to almost 5 cm.
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